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Custom paint jobs are more popular than ever, and no form of custom painting is “hotter” than
the flame job. The newest styles, tools, and techniques are described and shown in this newest
edition of the best-selling How to Paint Flames. This book explains how to design the best-
looking flames for a particular vehicle, how to transfer that design to the vehicle, and how to
apply the paint. The process of flame painting is broken into major steps so that the reader can
go as far as they feel their skills and confidence will allow.

From the Back CoverFlame paint jobs have been around for decades, adorning everything from
hot rods, motorcycles, and pickups, to tool boxes and refrigerators. Flames are a great way to
make a beautiful, personalized statement with an air gun and paintbrush. However, the styles
and techniques involved in painting flames are constantly evolving, and in this newly revised
edition of How to Paint Flames you’ll discover all the latest tips and tricks to create every flame
style imaginable. Author Bruce Caldwell, with the help of some of the best painters in the
business, leads you through every step in the flame painting process. At the same time, the book
provides inspiration to help you determine which style is best for your project. You’ll learn how to
create traditional flames, as well as variations such as tribal flames, ghost flames, pinstripe
flames, and those incredible-looking realistic flames. There’s also a new chapter detailing the
styles and techniques for cool-looking scallops. Painting tools and techniques are covered in
depth along with dozens of tips and tricks that will make your flames stand out; you’ll even learn
how to apply low-cost flames with a paint roller! If you’re ready to paint your own flames, How to
Paint Flames is the first tool you need to buy.About the AuthorBruce Caldwell has been an
automotive journalist and photographer since 1975 when he became an associate editor for Car
Craft magazine. He was feature editor at Hot Rod and editor of Chevy High Performance,
Mustangs & Fords, Muscle Car Review, Chevy Action, and Street Rod Quarterly. His work
appears regularly in major truck, street rod, and performance car magazines. He has authored
several automotive how-to books.
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Fernan Castillo, “Go flame everything!. This is a very inspirational book! great tutorials and very
nice information about some general fields in custom painting. If you feel you like some flame
works, you'll find this book leads you to flame almost anything around you... BEWARE! maybe
you never stop!I suggest to read this book together with "How to paint your car" also from
Motorbooks, this one first because maybe you'd like to start with some nice graphics before
putting yourself on a whole car painting job.”

Rorert Hess, “Very happy !. Good overall value .”

NTR Books, “How To Paint Flames. I bought this book for my husband for his birthday. He can't
stop reading. Everytime he gets a few minutes, he picks it up. He's very excited about using
what he's learning on a project truck he's about to start!”

Carin Blanchard, “Four Stars. good book”

Rita R. Jones, “at this price buy one for your shop library.. no how-to book will teach everybody
everything, but this one is worth the price. nice colour pics that actually help.”

TexasJohnny, “Great step by step. This is an excellent guide to painting flames for someone
such as myself knew to airbrushing. I'm not what one would call artistic so the book is great in
that it lays the steps out for someone more "left brain" dominant to follow.”

Lanny A. Netz, “Excellent. Great photos with lots of ideas. I was not aware that there are so many
varity,s of flames and related graphics. This is an excellent book to jump start your efforts. It also
includes some great links to the many suppliers and artists that define the world of automotive
art.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. lots of ideas but a bit short on details”

Bob Twain, “flaming marvelous. This book is every flamers dream, boy racers and amateur
custom painters, buy it now! There is no holding back on tips n tricks. the cars done, the bikes
done, now I'm looking at the 4 bins the council have left me with. the kids push bikes are a target,
the cats run off, the wife looks hot... flames are us!!!”

mrs Deirdre Bromham, “Five Stars. Great book”

g.Fowler, “Four Stars. Good detailed stuff; plenty of ideas”



mark sutherland, “book review. good overall”

Audrey Perron, “Five Stars. Nice”

The book by Don Knowles has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 72 people have provided feedback.
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